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What’s Happening Now
In 2021, we saw a welcomed recovery in most sector verticals across the broader U.S. B2B economy. But
as long as pandemic conditions remain fluid, the collective state will be fragile. The need for improved
predictability and stability in both the U.S. and China ― allowing supply chains and factory production to
further normalize ― is critical for momentum to carry into 2022. If pandemic conditions in China should
worsen, key ports and factories could be subject to zero-tolerance protocols, causing a negative impact
on the recovery’s speed and strength.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN
We expect increased IT investment this year. Midsize and enterprise organizations will fuel the most
growth, as their primary focus will be to expand on digital transformation (DX) efforts started in 2019.
Ongoing support for remote workforces will also contribute. Small businesses will prioritize spend on
critical hardware and software upgrades until business conditions further stabilize.
This year we will see normal volume levels in several
growth-driving categories, including Chromebooks, notebooks,
and most work-from-home categories.

As vaccination and in-person learning efforts
continue to expand within education, expect
to see stunted Chromebook growth.
Administrators will look to better understand
usage and general status of millions of
already-deployed devices.

Software and cloud infrastructure will
continue to accelerate. Midsize and
large companies will continue with DX
efforts started earlier in the pandemic,
with a keen focus on remote workforce
security, continuity, and productivity.

We forecast a return to growth in 2023 as both pandemic conditions and supply chain capacity
improve. Education is expected to return to modest growth given that administrators will have a
better understanding of technology’s role in hybrid-learning models. Software and cloud categories
are expected to continue their growth trajectory based on DX maturity and expansion. Work-fromhome categories are also expected to grow; tech refreshes will include upgraded devices to enhance
productivity through technological improvements, rather than via simple device replacement.
Questions? Contact jenna.callery@npd.com.
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